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Abstract. Asset/Liability management, optimal fund design and optimal portfolio
selection have been key issues of interest to the (re)insurance and investment banking
communities, respectively, for some years - especially in the design of advanced risk
transfer solutions for clients in the Fortune 500 group of companies. The new concept
of limited risk arbitrage investment management in a diffusion type securities and
derivatives market introduced in our papers Risk/Arbitrage Strategies: A New Concept
for Asset/Liability Management, Optimal Fund Design and Optimal Portfolio Selection
in a Dynamic, Continuous-Time Framework Part I: Securities Markets and Part II:
Securities and Derivatives Markets, AFIR 1997, Vol. II, p. 543, is immediately
applicable to ALM, optimal fund design and portfolio selection problems in the
investment banking and life insurance areas. The main quantities of practical interest
(i.e., the optimal LRA asset allocation, etc.) can be derived by essentially solving a
(quasi-) linear partial differential equation of the second order (e.g., by using a finite
difference approximation with locally uniform convergence properties). Similarly, in
our more sophisticated impluse control approach to modelling the RCLL risk portfolio
dynamics of a large, internationally operating (re)insurer with considerable
(“catastrophic”) non-life exposures, the optimal portfolio strategies can be determined
numerically by using an efficient Markov chain approximation scheme, i.e., essentially
the same (formal) finite difference techniques (with weak convergence properties), see
Part III: A Risk/Arbitrage Pricing Theory and Part IV: An Impulse Control
Approach to Limited Risk Arbitrage of the above mentioned publication series and
also the paper Baseline for Exchange Rate - Risks of an International Reinsurer, AFIR
1996, Vol. I, p. 395. However, in many practical applications there are even simpler
numerical solution techniques, see Part V: A Guide to Efficient Numerical
Implementations of the above mentioned publication series. We present here such an
alternative lattice-based methodology that can be used to price and hedge dual
trigger stop loss treaties (and, more generally, any claim contingent on financial and
(re)insurance markets variables) as an example.
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1. Introduction
The limited risk arbitrage (LRA) techniques developed in the publication series
l Risk/Arbitrage Strategies: A New Concept for Asset/Liability Management, Optimal
Fund Design and Optimal Portfolio Selection in a Dynamic, Continuous-Time
Framework
have been implemented in the form of a financial / (re)insurance techniques toolbox
(FRT), see Fig. 1 below. The toolbox runs under Windows 3.1, 3.11 and 95 as well as
under Windows NT 3.51 and NT 4.0. FRT can be used in asset //+
liability management applications as well as for the rapid development of advanced
risk transfer solutions for Fortune 500 companies. An extreme value techniques
toolbox (EVT) handels the liability side while on the asset side multivariate stochastic
models of the (jump) diffusion type are used for the evolution of the main financial
markets variables like interest rates, stocks, stock indices and foreign currencies (for
more details, see Part V: A Guide to Efficient Numerical Implementations
of the
above mentioned publication series). A (re)insurer’s assets and liabilities are then
claims contingent on these stochastic dynamic variables describing the financial and
(re)insurance markets:
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Fig 1:
Financial / (Re)insurance
Techniques Toolbox (FRT)
Lattices (see Fig. 2 below) and matrices are the main information processing structures
used in corporate
and investment
banking
and (re)insurance
applications.
These
structures
tend to be quite large and have to be accessed and updated
obtain the results needed in quantitative financial decision making.
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many

times to

Fig 2:

FRT Lattice

The PC is widely used as a convenient low-cost financial services platform in modem
banking and in the (re)insurance industry. Its main limitations are the small 64 KB data
segment size, the typically insufficient RAM size and the usually rather slow and
limited harddisk. One of the main objectives in the design of FRT was consequently to
overcome these architectural limitations and to allow networked PCs to process very
large financial / (re)insurance information structures as efficiently as possible. A direct
node access capability and a fast direct data access capability are the two key features
which were built into the lattice manager (Lattices) and the virtual memory manager
(VML) to achieve this goal. Given the time / state coordinates (i, j) of a lattice node,
its address in virtual memory (VML) is looked up in a lattice access structure (LAS)
with a binary search algorithm and the node is then directly accessed with one physical
memory (RAM, disk or network) operation. Dynamic programming procedures that
operate on the lattice are considerably speeded up with the help of a bounds access
structure (BAS) which stores the consecutive upper and lower lattice bounds over
time. These acceleration structures themselves run on corresponding VML kernels
(VMLAS and VMBAS). Given the address in virtual memory (VML) of a data element
(lattice node), its address in physical memory (RAM, disk or network drive) is looked
up in an area access structure (IASL) and an address access structure (KASL) which
both again use the services of a corresponding VML kernel (VMIASL and VMKASL).
The data element is then, as mentioned above, directly accessed with one physical
memory (context or cache) operation. A similar concept was used to implement large
matrices (Matrices, VMM, etc.). With the above two design ideas, the processing of
large financial information structures on a PC network is always almost at the speed of
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RAM although the data may actually be stored on disk or even on a (remote) network
drive
FRT determines the current price and the current sensitivities (derivatives risk
parameters) of a contingent claim as well as their future evolution over the claim’s
entire lifetime by using a dynamic programming procedure that operates on the
underlying (binomial or trinomial) lattice. Each node in this lattice represents a
potential financial and (re)insurance markets state at a given future time and the root
describes the current market conditions that are relevant in an asset / liability
management (ALM) or financial / (re)insurance product engineering or marketing
context.
In order to illustrate the areas of application of FRT and the limited risk arbitrage
(LRA) techniques built into it, we first consider an (ALM) example in which FRT is
used for a profitability /interest rate risk exposure analysis at the overall business
portfolio level:
Usually, a (re)insurer’s substantial bond portfolio (backing its reserves) can be
(1)
tracked by a benchmark bond. Any changes in this bond’s value (as determined by
FRT with the dynamic programming techniques described above) then directly
translate into corresponding changes in the (re)insurer’s investment income and
profitability. For example, in the case of the Swedish pension fund discussed later in
this paper, the corresponding SEK benchmark bond was:
Notional Principal:
Coupon:
Coupon Date:
Maturity Date:

SEK 100.00
5.5% p.a., paid annually
12 April
12 April 2002

On 1 October 1997, the market (“dirty”) price of the bond was SEK 102.53 and a SEK
1.00 change in the bond’s value or, equivalently, a 25 BP (where 1 BP = 0.01%)
change in SEK interest rates translated into a SEK 60.00 million change in the value of
the pension funds bond portfolio which had a total market value of SEK 6.15 billion.
An FRT bond portfolio analysis involving this benchmark bond (BND) and a
December 1998 European put option (EPB) on this bond (providing a hedge at SEK
102.00) is then based on the following lattice structure (see Fig. 3 below): DF0 - DF4
are the discount functions prevailing in the SEK interest rate scenarios under study, P0
- P4 are the prices of the securities under the above mentioned interest rate conditions,
alpha and beta are model sensitivities with respect to potential estimation errors in the
relevant model parameters (we use the extended Ho & Lee interest rate model (Ho),
see below) and D0 and D1 (delta), gamma and theta are the contingent claim
sensitivities (defined as rates of change of the contingent claim value with respect to
instantaneous changes in the underlying initial term structure of SEK interest rates and
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conditionally expected rates of change of the contingent claim value with respect to
changes in time) in the given interest rate scenarios.
Notes
I-Coordinate
J-Coordinate

0
0

1
0

1
1

PARENTS

0
0

0
0

0

CHILDREN

0
1

0
1

LABELS
Term Structure
DFO
(PR, DE, IR)
DF1
(PR+ F1, DE, IR)

DF2
(PR, DE+ D1, IR)

1
2
3
4

0.99638809
0.99270680
0.98883385
0.98490461

5
1
2
3
4

0.98100210
0.99638809

5

0.98100210
0.99638809

1
2
3
4
5
1

DF3

2
3
4
5

(PR, DE, IR+ II)

DF4
(PR, DE, IR+ 2II)

1
2
3
4
5

Underlying Variable
BND

Price, PO (PR, DE, IR)
P1 (PR+ P1, DE, IR)
P2 (PR, DE+ DL, IR)
P3 (PR, DE, IR+ II)
P4 (PR, DE, IR+ 2II)
Alpha
Beta
Delta, D0 (PR, DE, IR)
D1 (PR, DE, IR+ II)
Gamma
Theta

Contingent Claim
EPB

Price, P0 (PR, DE, IR)
P1 (PR+ P1, DE, IR)
P2 (PR, DE+ DI, IR)
P3 (PR, DE, IR+ II)
P4 (PR, DE, IR+ 2II)
Alpha
Beta
Delta (PR, DE, IR)
D1 (PR, DE, IR+ II)
Gamma
Theta

Fig. 3:

0.99270680
0.98883385
0.98490461

0
1
2
0.99632622

0.99823451
0.99237683

0.99245991

0.98841283
0.98447581

0.98853696
0.98464065

0.98052575
0.99628034
0.99236853

0.98073099
0.99632205
0.99245161

0.988-40042
0.98445932
0.98050523
0.99627409

0.98852454
0.98462417
0.98071046
0.99633664

0.99270680
0.98883385
0.88490461

0.99235606
0.98838180
0.98443460

0.99248068
0.98856799
0.98468186

0.98100210
0.99539629
0.99073160

0.98047444
0.99529290
0.99040257

0.98588431
0.98098970

0.98546490
0.98058294

0.97613044
0.99440846

0.97565883
0.99430325
0.98843419

0.98072713
0.97588104
0.99434488
0.98851694

0.98876228
0.98294649

0.98078230
0.99533456
0.99048548
0.98558866

0.98252869

0.98265207

0.97709423
0.97128778

0.97666950
0.97081688

0.97683304

98.46056849
98.46056849
98.46056849

98.70796066
98.68608624
98.65319707

93.32347181
88.47575125

93.65154294
88.87551612

0.00000000
0.00000000

-0.21874426
2616.78045764
-486.55402190

-494.31735816
-466.47212867

-459.57339556
2596.21198007
0.36811575
0.51093251

2679.40845665
0.35591956
0.44419275
0.44214083
0.47793719

0.52304952
0.56709629
3.74406478
6.73823633

3.66145496
6.64014922

0.12117014
-2683.68587191

-0.02051920
-1612.41732142
308.58120004
286.62498930
-2208.96240876
0.00161020

311.10829791
288.11429164
-2212.59928540
0.00190544

0.97102009
98.92701543
98.90508925
98.98177903
93.85864279
89.07133858
-0.21926177
-2616.78045764
-487.70438475
-460.65856271
2602.48543850
0.36477645
0.38067340
0.39087298
0.39224313
3.61271360
6.61678380
0.10199578
-552.3879651
311.00321321
289.06486542
-2111.01849975
0.00140367

BND / EPB Lattice Nodes (April / May 1997)

With this information about the future dynamics of the underlying securities market
variables, corresponding (consistent within an arbitrage pricing theory framework)
contingent claim price and sensitivity (interest rate risk exposure) forecasts, i.e.,
expected values
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and standard deviations

[ πij is the time / state probability associated with node (i, j) and

are the

time i realizations of the stochastic process (xi) denoting the discrete price or
derivatives risk parameter dynamics over time], are possible (see Fig. 4 below). These
forecasts (which have an adaptive update property) can then be used as an effective
quantitative guideline in (conventional) every-day hedging decisions as well as in the
design and implementation of longer-term asset / liability management strategies.
Furthermore. this data can be stored in a relational database system and on demand be
consolidated into appropriate risk management reports for a book of business. a
department and the entire company (e.g., Swiss Re). FRT’s simple portfolio
management component (Basket) supports these tasks on the user interface level. FRT
also contains all the necessary functionality for derivatives risk management and
hedging strategy evaluation (LRA, QP, LP, Simplex) and uses EXCEL us a user
interface (EXCEL, Access).
The simple FRT bond portfolio analysis discussed above operates within the
(2)
extended Ho & Lee interest rate model

(see the references section of this document for details) [where f(t.T) is the
instantaneous forward rate at time t for an investment at time T]. In discrete-time we
have then: (1) Security markets clear at time points 0,1,2..., i..., H (where H is the
given investment horizon) which are separated into regular intervals (model time
periods). For each of these time points i the initial discount factor P(i) (relative to the
time origin 0 ) is know-n. Furthermore, at each time point i = 1,2..., FH [where FH < H
is the relevant forward horizon] there are i + 1 possible future discount functions
Pij (k), j= 0, 1,.., i and k = 0, 1..., MH [wh ere MH = H – FH is the associated maturity
horizon]. (2) The evolution of the term structure of interest rates over the investment
period [0, H] is modelled by a recombining binomial lattice with root
and branching process
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Fig. 4a:

Contingent Claim Prices (April 1997 - April 2002 / December 1998)
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Fig. 4b:

Instantaneous Investment Risk (April 1997 - April 2002 / December
1998)
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Fig. 4c:

Future Risk Dynamics (April 1997 - April 2002 / December 1998)
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Fig. 4d:

Value Appreciation Dynamics (April 1997 - April 2002 / December
1998)
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where

and
are the corresponding upward and downward perturbation functions, the model
probability is p and the model delta is d, 0 ≤ p, d ≤ 1. With the length ∆ t of the
model time periods, we have then

and
for the current short-term interest rate and the term structure volatility. (3) The riskneutral pricing formula¹ is in this context

where T ≤ H is the contingent claim maturity. (4) With the forward rates

we define the derivatives risk parameters

(contingent claim sensitivities) as follows

¹ X (intertemporal cashflows) and F (terminal condition) characterize the contingent claim. L ≤ v ≤ U
are boundary conditions for its price process (see the above mentioned publication series for more
details).
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(conditionally expected rates of change of the option value with respect to the
underlying short-term interest rate and time). (5) The time / state probabilities
associated with FRT’s (extended) Ho & Lee lattice are
and consequently the contingent claim price and sensitivity forecasts

(and similar for higher order moments of the corresponding distributions). (6) The
parameters of the above outlined Ho & Lee interest rate model are p (model
probability), d (model delta) and R(1),R(2),..,R(i),..,R(H)
(initial term structure of
simple, annualized interest rates). We have then

and
for the corresponding continuously compounded interest rates and discount factors. In
addition to these parameters we now also consider the quantities
∆p (probability increment), Ad (delta increment)
(interest rate increments)
and construct a recombining binomial lattice for the term structures

and
For an interest rate contingent claim we then calculate the corresponding
dependent prices

and
and sensitivities
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scenario

Note that the probability and delta exposure

and
of a contingent claim in the Ho & Lee interest rate model can be written in the form

where

holds. This extension of the original Ho & Lee interest rate model can still be easily
calculated (simultaneous scenario analyses) and is very well suited for asset / Liability
management and product development applications under varying securities market
scenarios.
For a more general sensitivity analysis of a (re)insurer’s investment income
(3)
and profitability with FRT, we assume again extended Ho & Lee interest rate
dynamics
(as above) but consider now a (re)insurer’s overall asset/liability portfolio
P = P(t, y)
with (stochastic, i.e., loss event contingent) duration D(t) and (stochastic) convexity
C(t). Then an application of Ito’s formula² yields the risk portfolio dynamics

with time t first and second order characteristics

and
More sophisticated-yield dynamics would be

Then

²Let
(Ito’s formula):
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(Hull & White interest rate model, see the above mentioned publication series for
details). In this case, the asset /liability portfolio
dynamics are

and the corresponding

time t first and second order characteristics

and
Having thus outlined the basic structure and functioning of FRT, we now turn our
attention to a very interesting application of these techniques: the pricing and heding
of dual trigger stop loss treaties. The example considered is derived from a real Swiss
Re New Markets deal in which the models described here were successfully applied for
the first time.
The reinsurance coverage proposed by Swiss Re (via a broker) to a Swedish pension
fund on 8 October 1997 was of the type:
Under segment A of the reinsurance protection, a stop loss treaty protected the
(1)
pension fund against excessive losses from its total book of risk business during 1998.
Under segment B of the reinsurance protection, a stop loss treaty protected the
(2)
pension fund against an excessive drop in the market value of its substantial bond
portfolio during 1998.
A loss event under the dual trigger stop loss reinsurance protection was defined
(3)
by the simultaneous activation of both the segment A trigger and the segment B
trigger.
2. Segment A
Claims Data and Parameter Estimation.
Using the claims listing up to August 12, 1997, provided by the Swedish pension fund,
we applied extreme value techniques to determine the 1998 aggregate loss distribution
for the stop loss cover under segment A of the reinsurance protection. Specifically, we
considered two scenarios (loss adjustment at 5% and 10%, respectively) with the same
occurrence probability of 50%. Within each scenario, we estimated loss severity with
the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) and considered normally distributed
parameter uncertainty of 25% at the 95thpercentile for both frequency and severity.
We believe that this is a prudent but not overly pessimistic approach under the given
circumstances.
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The 1 Y (1998) aggregate loss distributions
(aggregate loss in MSEK³).

are then as shown in Fig. 5 below

The Conditional Premium for Segment A.
Let
L
P

Fig. 5:

be the 1998 aggregate loss under segment A
be the 1998 gross earned premium under segment A

1 Y Aggregate Loss Distributions (Loss Adjustment at 5% and 10%)

and
TA = max(4P, 1000MSEK)
XA = min{min(max[L - TA,0],P),250MSEK}
Here, TA is the trigger threshold and XA the corresponding cashflow under
segment A of the proposed dual trigger stop loss treaty. Furthermore, let us assume that
4P is normally distributed with mean 700MSEK (estimated 1997 gross premium
income before reinsurance is 250MSEK) and standard deviation 100MSEK (=14%)4.
³ MSEK = million SEK.
These estimates were provided by the Swiss Re underwriters involved after discussion with both the
broker and the Swedish pension fond.

4
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Then, under segment A, the trigger is
L > TA ,
the corresponding

trigger probability

and the conditional net premium

with standard deviation

Here,

and (the density) fL(L) is a numerical approximation of the derivative of the (1 Y
aggregate loss) distribution function FL(L) .
FRT then calculates the above quantities as follows:

3. Segment B
SEK Interest Rates and Interest Rate Volatilities.
For our analysis of segment B of the proposed dual trigger stop loss treaty, we note the
following SEK interest rates (as of 2 October 1997)5

5

Financial markets information was provided by Credit Suisse Asset Management.
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Fig. 6a:

SEK Bond and Swap Yields

(here, the usual cubic spline-interpolation
method is used; FRT also implements a
more sophisticated approach that allows to incorporate the specifics of’ a potential
client, e.g., tax brackets, corporate debt structures, etc.) and SEK interest rate
volatilities (as of 2 October 1997)

Fig. 6b:

SEK Bond Yield Volatilities
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to which we (with FRT) then fit an extended Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (CIR) interest
rate model 6 (modelling 1M STIBOR; for details, see the above mentioned publication
series):
A. SEK Short-term Interest Rates (1M STIBOR) April 1997 to April 2002.

6

The Hull & White class of (one-factor) interest rate models has the generic representation

and is rich enough to model a wide variety of different interest rate scenarios occurring in practical
corporate and investment banking as well as financial (re)insurance applications. Here, we are
especially interested in the model
of the extended Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (CIR) type [belonging to the Hull & White class of interest
rate models just as the above mentioned Ho & Lee model

The generic class of Hull & White models has a very efficient (recombining) trinomial lattice
implementation and is able to fit
the current term structure of short-term interest rates [specification of the
(a)
function e(t) which is deterministic and varies with time t];
the current volatility structure of short-term interest rates [specification of the
(b)
function φ (t) which is also deterministic and varies with time t ]
The risk-neutral pricing formula and the contingent claim sensitivities (derivatives risk parameters) are
defined as in the Ho & Lee model above - with the obvious modifications to take the trinomial structure
of the underlying lattice implementation into account. Current volatilities are usually estimated from
historical (discount) bond yield data.
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Note that we consider 60 monthly periods starting on 12 April 1997 and ending at the
SEK benchmark bond’s maturity on 12 April 2002. The specification of the SEK
benchmark bond is:
Notional Principal:
SEK 100.00
coupon:
5.5% p.a., paid annually
Coupon Date:
12 April
Maturity Date:
12 April 2002
On 1 October 1997, the market (“dirty”) price of the bond was SEK 102.53 and a SEK
1.00 change in the bond’s value or, equivalently, a 25 BP (where 1 BP = 0.01%)
change in SEK interest rates translated into a SEK 60.00 million change in the value of
the pension fund’s bond portfolio which had a total market value of SEK 6.15 billion.
B. SEK Short-term Rate (1M STIBOR) Distribution on 1 January 1998.
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The corresponding mean is 5.1267% and the standard deviation 0.7932%
C. SEK Short-term Rate (1M STIBOR) Distribution on 31 December 1998.

The mean is now 5.2445% and the standard deviation 1.1951%.
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SEK/CHF Exchange Rate and Futures B Options -based Hedge Strategies.
Apart from SEK interest rates, we also consider the SEK/CHF exchange rate very
briefly here. On a monthly basis, the SEK/CHF exchange rate from 2 October 1990
to 2 October 1997 evolved as follows:

Fig. 7:

SEK/CHF Exchange Rate

Exchange rate volatility during the above time period was 9.70%, the expected return
2.73%.
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In order to be able to develop SEK/CHF hedging strategies, we have to consider the
differential between SEK and CHF interest rates during the 15 month period from
October 1997 to December 1998. Using the same spline-interpolation approach as
above for SEK yields, we obtain the CHF term structure of interest rates (as of 2
October 1997)

Fig. 7a:

CHF Bond Yields

and the corresponding term structure of CHF interest rate volatilities (as of 2 October
1997)
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Fig. 7b:
CHF Bond Yield Volatilities
With SEK interest rates at 5.0% and CHF interest rates at 1.5%, the interest rate
differential is 3.5%.
With these market parameters, the December 1998 SEK/CHF
futures
corresponding European and American put option prices (in SEK) are:

Futures
European Put Option

American Put Option

and

December 98
Strike Price Futures/Option Price
4.6308
5.0000
0.3927
0.4628
5.1000
5.2000
0.5330
0.6096
5.3000
0.6906
5.4000
5.5000
0.7715
0.8560
5.6000
0.9434
5.7000
5.8000
1.0308
5.9000
1.1192
0.5752
5.0000
5.1000
0.6752
5.2000
0.7752
0.8752
5.3000
5.4000
0.9752
5.5000
1.0752
1.1752
5.6000
1.2752
5.7000
5.8000
1.3752
1.4752
5.9000

Note finally the probability distribution of the December 1998 SEK/CHF
rate (with mean 4.6308 and standard deviation 0.5822):
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exchange

The Benchmark Bond and Corresponding Futures and Options.
The SEK benchmark bond mentioned in segment B of the proposed dual trigger stop
loss treaty as a tracking variable for the substantial bond portfolio of the Swedish
pension fund then has the following characteristics (calculated by FRT):
A. Price Process.
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Note that we consider 60 monthly periods starting on 12 April 1997 and ending at the
benchmark bond’s maturity on 12 April 2002. The expected price, SEK 100.97,
predicted by the model far 1 October 1997 matches the corresponding trading price,
SEK 102.53, very closely (the inaccuracy is only about 1%). -The December 1998
benchmark bond futures and corresponding European and American put option
prices (in SEK) are:

Futures
European Put Option

American Put Option

December 98
Strike Price Futures/Options Price
101.9904
101.0000
0.7514
1.6724
103.0000
3.0275
105.0000
101.0000
2.7124
103.0000
4.3810
105.0000
6.2113

Alternatively. monthly resettled December 1998 caps and floors on the SEK shortterm interest rate (1M STIBOR) would cost:

Cap

Floor

December 98
Strike Rate
Cap/Floor Price (p.100
5.0000%
5.5000%
5.7500%
6.0000%
4.0000%

N.)
0.5798
0.2930
0.1875
0.1312
0.0704

We mention these financial
markets techniques here because they could be
considered as alternative ways of insuring the pension fund’s bond portfolio against
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a rise in SEK interest rates (and as a benchmark for our approach). As outlined
further below. by comparing segment B of our dual trigger stop loss treaty with these
financial markets portfolio insurance schemes, we will be able to derive a “marketimplied” profit loading coefficient as an upper bound for the actuarial profit loading
coefficient of our stop loss treaty.
B. Delta.

C. Gamma.
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D. Theta.
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E. Price Distribution on 1 January 1998 (mean = 102.2022, std = 2.5526).

F. Price Distribution on 31 December 1998 (mean = 101.9904, std = 3.1659)
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Note that the above European and American put option strike prices of SEK 101.00
SEK 103.00 and SEK 105.00 correspond to the expected value, the 80th percentile and
the 95th percentile of the January 1, 1998, benchmark bond value distribution.
The Segment 3 Trigger and Conditional Premium.
The Swiss Re contract proposal for the dual trigger stop loss treaty under consideration
here states the segment B trigger in the form
i1 > i0 + 150BP, where 1BP = 0.01%.
i0 is the benchmark bond yield on 1 January 1998, whereas i 1 is the benchmark bond
yield on 31 December 1998.
Let now
B0

be the traded price of the benchmark bond on 1 January 1998

B1

be the traded price of the benchmark bond on 31 December 1998

and
TB = max[(B0 - B1)60MSEK - 360MSEK,0]
XB = min(TB,250MSEK).
Then the above stated trigger condition is equivalent to
TB > 0 or B1 < B0 – 6
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[with PB = Prob{B 1 < B 0-6}] and XB is the corresponding cashflow under segment
B of the proposed dual trigger stop loss treaty. We price segment B of this treaty by
using the loss event contingent valuation techniques described in the literature listed
in the references section of this document. To this end, we consider the probability
distribution of B0 (see above) and derive the following valuation (loss event)
scenarios
Loss Event Scenarious
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Probability
0.0900%
0.3500%
3.2100%
3.3000%
7.2000%
2.3000%
5.7200%
12.4300%
25.6400%
23.7800%
11.1900%
3.4800%
2.1600%
0.3800%
1.4100%
0.3600%

Description
93.8182
94.1182
95.1182
98.8182
97.1182
98.1182
98.6182
100.1182
101.6182
103.1182
104.1182
105.1182
105.6182
106.6182
108.1182
110.8182
B0

0.0900%
0.4400%
0.6500%
3.9500%
11.1600%
13.4500%
19.1700%
31.6000%
57.2400%
91.0200%
97.2100%
95.6900%
97.8600%
98.2300%
39.6400%
100.0000%
F(B0)

FRT then determines that 5

(for more details, see the literature in the references section of this document). In
addition, we also get the main characteristics of both the trigger TB and the loss
event contingent cashflow XB:
A. Trigger and Cashflow Value Process.

5 Note that the protection of the pension Fund’s bond portfolio is activated with probability 11.31%. i.e..
PB = 11.31% This could be changed by increasing/decreasing the trigger B attachment point above /
below the level of 360MSEK.
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B. Trigger and Cashflow Time Value.
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C. Trigger and Cashflow Delta.
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D. Trigger and Cashflow Gamma.
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E. Trigger and Cashflow Theta.
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The Total Premium of the Dual Trigger Stop Loss Treaty.
With an actuarial loading factor k to be determined by the experienced
the total premium of the dual trigger stop loss treaty analyzed here is
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underwriter,

Numerically (FRT):
PA
E[XA L> TA]
s[XA L> TA]

9.16%
12.76
43.30

PB
E[XB TB> 0]
s[XB TB> 0

11.31%
4.67
11.52

k

P(MSEK)
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

1.87
3.36
4.85
6.34
7.82
9.31
10.80
12.29
13.78

Market-implied Actuarial ks.
We now show how a “market-implied” actuarial loading factor can be determined
from financial market information. This profit loading coefficient can then be used
as an upper bound in the above premium calculation (otherwise arbitrage between
financial and financial reinsurance markets would be possible).
Basically, a financial markets solution (bond portfolio insurance scheme) for segment
B of the dual trigger stop loss treaty would be based on December 1998 European put
options or January 1998 to December 1998 SEK interest rate caps:
A. European Put Options.
Starting point for a put option hedge is the benchmark bond price distribution on 1
January 1998 (see above). Two reasonable strike prices for the bond portfolio
insurance under segment B of the dual trigger stop loss treaty would then be SEK
101.00 and SEK 103.00 (note that the mean is SEK 102.20 and the standard deviation
SEK 2.55). Per 100 notional, a corresponding December 1998 European put option
would therefore cost
Strike (SEK)

Option Price (SEK)

101.00

0.7514
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1.6724

103.0

which means that the entire bond portfolio insurance under segment B of the treaty
would cost (multiply the above option prices with MSEK 60.00)
Strike (SEK)

Bond Portfolio Insurance Cost (MSEK)

101.00
103.00

45.08
100.43

and the corresponding

market implied k s would be:

Strike (SEK)

Market Implied k

Stop Loss Treaty Price (MSEK)

101.00
102.00
103.00

3.51
5.91
8.31

22.76
37.05
51.34

B. SEK Interest Rate Caps.
Starting point for an interest rate cap based bond portfolio insurance under segment
B of the dual trigger stop loss treaty is the 1M STIBOR distribution on 1 January 1998
(see above). A reasonable cap rate for January 1998 to December 1998 would be
5.00% (note that the mean is 5.13% and the standard deviation 0.79%). Per 100
notional, a corresponding monthly resettled (i.e., 1M STIBOR) cap would then cost
Strike Rate

Cap Price (SEK)

5.00%

0.5798

which means that the entire bond portfolio insurance under segment B of the treaty
would cost (multiply the above cap price with MSEK 60.00)
Strike Rate

Bond Portfolio Insurance Cost (MSEK)

5.00%

34.79

and the corresponding

market implied k would be:

Strike Rate

Market Implied k

Stop Loss Treaty Price (MSEK)

5.00%

2.61

17.41

4. Hedging and Hedge Fund Management
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- Some Remarks

Hedging the dual trigger stop loss treaty in the classical way6 would (on an expected
value basis) imply the following transactions in the underlying benchmark bond (or
rather, in corresponding futures contracts):
Time Period
May.97
Jun.97
Jul.97
Aug.97
Sep.97
Oct.97
Nov.97
Dec.97
Jan.98
Feb.98
Mar.98
Apr.98
May.98
Jun.98
Jul.98
Aug.98
Sep.98
Oct.98
Nov.98
Dec.98

First Order Risk (Delta)
Hedge Ratio Hedge Transaction
Benchmark Bond
Dual Trigger Stop Loss Treaty
367.6908
150.9729
459.5037
-3'462.2770
1'191.7742
287.6317
257.6506
324.6700
508.1152
782.9284
1'536.6665
-54'976.8886
-3'103.4424
-9'295.6503
-1'316.2943
-40'370.9655
-3'749.3723
-10'537.1251
13'716.3954
2'341.0638

1'586'231.3344
669'517.6274
2'110'295.0477
-12'325'500.8724
6'228'356.6069
1'423'125.1001
1'298'008.3070
1'682'808.2896
2'766'958.7057
4'596'590.4739
11'220'401.5237
-13'879'009.8594
-16'396'748.9031
-11'517'635.5857
-9'387'333.3503
-9'487'810.0441
-10'032'407.4719
-13'583'670.7686
-31'247'745.0147
-32'731'417.9950

-4'314.0360
-4'434.6876
-4'592.5525
-3'559.9407
-5'226.1214
-4'947.7334
-5'037.8623
-5'183.1346
-5'445.5343
-5'871.0227
7'301.7806
-252.4517
-5'283.4068
1'239.0349
-7'131.6373
-235.0157
-2675.7565
-1'289.1249
-2'278.1310
13'981.4295

-4'314.0360
-120.6517
-157.8648
1'032.6118
-1'666.1807
278.3880
-90.1290
-145.2723
-262.3997
-425.4884
-1'430.7578
7'049.3289
-5'030.9551
4'044.3719
-5'892.6024
6'896.6216
-2'440.7409
1'386.6316
-989.0060
16'259.5604

6 This means that the overall first order risk exposure (i.e., the delta) of the dual trigger stop loss treaty
and the underlying benchmark bond is set to zero at all times by choosing a time dependent hedge ratio

hedge ratio at time t = –

delta of the dual trigger

stop loss treaty at time t

delta of the benchmark

bond at time t

(amount of benchmark bond futures to hold at time t). Note that this hedge ratio is adjusted for the
reinsurance risks inherent in the dual trigger stop loss treaty.
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It is in situations like these, where the limited risk arbitrage (LRA) techniques
outlined in the above mentioned publication series and implemented in FRT can he
most successfully applied:
LRA hedging techniques achieve an overall allocation of the asset / liability risks
involved in a dual trigger stop loss reinsurance arrangement that meets set targets
(on first and second order risk exposure) at a reasonable price whereas the
otherwise commonly applied traditional hedging techniques often unnecessarily
avoid financial risks at an unacceptably high price while the potentially dominating
risk exposure on the liability side remains high.
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